KABUL - Some Wolfo troops left for a meeting with visiting Afghan Second Vice President M. Venkaiah Naidu. He said that India supported Afghan-led, Afghan-owned and Afghan-controlled reconciliation efforts which should comply with internationally accepted red lines.

He said that recent months have seen intense and positive activity in the bilateral relationship between the two countries, while adding that Afghanistan can truly emerge as an important trade, investment and connectivity junction for the region. The visit comes as UNAMA has stepped its activities in Uruzgan since 2014. UNAMA's deputy special representative said his visit to the province was aimed at meeting the displaced families who had fled homes due to fighting over the past few months. According to him, they were increasing humanitarian aid because hundreds of families had found homes due to recent righting in the province. He said aid was currently being distributed and health services provided to the displaced families in Tinkiri, the provincial capital and it possible the aid would be extended to districts as well. Lanser went on to say that as their organization was impartial it wanted all sides to the war not to be a hurdle for or prevent dialogue and tedious for any. UNAMA deputy governor, Abdul Wahid Pattan, said he discussed some topics with the visiting UNAMA delegation, who assured him of every kind of support. The conflict. (More on P4-10).

UNAMA to Increase Aid for Conflict-Hit Uruzgan Families

KABUL - UNAMA said on Wednesday said aid distribution to war-affected families in central Uruzgan province would be increased. The visit comes as UNAMA has stepped its activities in Uruzgan since 2014. UNAMA’s deputy special representative said his visit to the province was aimed at meeting the displaced families who had fled homes due to fighting over the past few months. According to him, they were increasing humanitarian aid because hundreds of families had found homes due to recent righting in the province. He said aid was currently being distributed and health services provided to the displaced families in Tinkiri, the provincial capital and it possible the aid would be extended to districts as well. Lanser went on to say that as their organization was impartial it wanted all sides to the war not to be a hurdle for or prevent dialogue and tedious for any. UNAMA deputy governor, Abdul Wahid Pattan, said he discussed some topics with the visiting UNAMA delegation, who assured him of every kind of support. The conflict. (More on P4-10).

Afghan MMA Fighter Preparing for 2018 Championship in UAE

KABUL - Afghanistan’s mixed martial arts (MMA) fighter Irfan Mohammad Muhanza will visit the United Arab Emirates to compete in the World MMA competition in January next year. Mohammad Muhanza is a professional MMA fighter and has fought different fighters from Europe, USA, Russia and other countries. His results so far are nine wins and four losses in his fighting career.

KABUL - The Afghan MMA fighter is preparing for the 2018 World MMA championship in Dubai, UAE. The Afghan fighter is preparing for the event in Dubai in January next year. Mohammad Muhanza is a professional MMA fighter and has fought different fighters from Europe, USA, Russia and other countries. His results so far are nine wins and four losses in his fighting career.
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